
The Legacy of Landmark Opinions and
Dissents: Shaping the Course of History
Opinions and dissents have always played a pivotal role in the legal landscape,
shaping the course of history and leaving a lasting legacy. From controversial
decisions that change societal norms to influential dissents that challenge
established paradigms, these landmark opinions continue to impact the lives of
individuals and communities today.

One such landmark opinion that has had a profound impact on American society
is Brown v. Board of Education (1954). In this groundbreaking case, the United
States Supreme Court unanimously declared racial segregation in public schools
unconstitutional. Chief Justice Earl Warren emphasized the inherent harm in
segregating students solely based on their skin color and called for an end to the
"separate but equal" doctrine. The legacy of this decision is undeniable, as it
sparked the civil rights movement and paved the way for desegregation across
various public sectors.

Another significant Supreme Court decision that reshaped American democracy
is Roe v. Wade (1973). This ruling affirmed a woman's constitutional right to
access safe and legal abortion. While the case generated intense debate and
controversy, the Court's opinion ultimately solidified reproductive rights as a
fundamental aspect of personal autonomy for women. The ongoing discussions
surrounding abortion laws and women's rights serve as a testament to the
enduring impact of this landmark opinion.
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Notably, the power of dissenting opinions cannot be underestimated either.
Sometimes, dissents can anticipate societal changes and gradually become the
majority opinion. One such influential dissent is Plessy v. Ferguson (1896),
which upheld racial segregation under the "separate but equal" doctrine.
However, Justice John Marshall Harlan wrote a powerful dissent, arguing that the
Constitution is color-blind and that any legislation enforcing segregation based on
race violated the principles of equality. Although his dissent was initially in the
minority, it later laid the groundwork for the eventual overturning of Plessy v.
Ferguson in the landmark case of Brown v. Board of Education.

Supreme Court opinions and dissents are not limited to civil rights cases alone.
They cover a wide range of issues, including freedom of speech, LGBTQ+ rights,
environmental protection, criminal justice reform, and more. Each decision has
the potential to shape public policies and influence social progress for
generations to come. For instance, the Supreme Court's opinion in Citizens
United v. Federal Election Commission (2010) fundamentally transformed
campaign finance laws by allowing corporations and unions to spend unlimited
amounts of money in political campaigns. This decision has had far-reaching
implications on the influence of money in politics and continues to be a subject of
public scrutiny.
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While some opinions and dissents may attract controversy or criticism, they
remain essential in the pursuit of justice and upholding the principles enshrined in
the Constitution. They provide an opportunity for meaningful discourse and the
potential to bring about change. Furthermore, they shape legal doctrines and
serve as precedents for future cases, influencing the interpretation of laws by
lower courts.

As we reflect on the legacy of landmark opinions and dissents, it becomes
evident that the judiciary system plays a significant role in shaping society. The
power vested in justices to determine the constitutionality of laws and protect
individual rights is immense. Their opinions become the voice of justice, and their
dissents challenge the status quo, encouraging societal evolution.

In , the legacy of landmark opinions and dissents cannot be overstated. These
decisions have shaped the course of history and continue to influence our society
today. Whether it be the groundbreaking opinions that advance civil rights, or the
influential dissents that challenge injustice, they all contribute to the tapestry of
legal evolution. As we move forward, it is important to recognize the power of
these opinions and dissents, as they navigate the path toward a more just and
equitable future.
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"The passing of this brilliant jurist is a great loss, but his writings—with their plain
language and constitutional moorings—will guide generations to come." -
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan 

The sudden passing of Justice Antonin Scalia shook America. After almost thirty
years on the Supreme Court, Scalia had become as integral to the institution as
the hallowed room in which he sat. His wisecracking interruptions during oral
arguments, his unmatched legal wisdom, his unwavering dedication to the
Constitution, and his blistering dissents defined his leadership role on the court
and inspired new generations of policymakers and legal minds.

Now, as Republicans and Democrats wage war over Scalia’s lamentably empty
Supreme Court seat, Kevin Ring, former counsel to the U.S. Senate’s
Constitution Subcommittee, has taken a close look at the cases that best
illustrate Scalia’s character, philosophy, and legacy. In Scalia’s Court: A Legacy of
Landmark Opinions and Dissents, Ring collects Scalia’s most memorable
opinions on free speech, separation of powers, race, religious freedom, the rights
of the accused, abortion, and more; and intersperses Scalia's own words with an
analysis of his legal reasoning and his lasting impact on American jurisprudence.

“I don’t worry about my legacy,” Scalia once told an audience at the National
Archives. “Just do your job right, and who cares?”

Now that "the lion of American law has left the stage,” as the U.S. Attorney
General put it, it is for the rest of America to worry about his legacy—and to care.
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